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Please advise us if you have any allergies before ordering. Should a vintage become unavailable 
then an alternative will be recommended. Please note that a discretionary 12.5% service charge 
will be addded to your bill. All prices are inclusive of VAT at 20%

Our wine list is curated by our Sommelier 
Jean-Louis Naveilhan and is designed to  
complement our acclaimed pan-Asian menu.

As the seasons change and our food offering 
evolves, so Jean-Louis is searching out and 
tasting new wines and judging whether they 
are worthy of inclusion on our list at Ember.

Jean-Louis’ training, dedication and exceptional 
palate gives our guests at Ember an unparalleled 
window into the world of single vineyards,  
old vines, independent family-run estates, small 
volumes and exclusive allocations.

A la vôtre, santé!

Jean-Louis Naveilhan
Sommelier, Ember
 
Parisian by birth, but Provencal by heart, 
Jean-Louis’ experience and connections  
within the world of wine, Sake and spirits 
brings a passion for excellence to Ember.

Earning his diploma from world-renowned 
Tain l’Hermitage, and certified by the  
International Court of Sommeliers, Jean-Louis 
has spent nearly 20 years living and working 
in the capital.

Having worked in some of London’s finest 
restaurants as well as crafting his own range 
of Sake, ‘Isake’ – Jean-Louis is regularly called 
upon to judge at the highly regarded Decanter 
Wine Awards and the International Wines  
and Spirits Competition (Sake category).
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SPARKLING 

Gocce di Luna Organic Anna Spinato, non-alcoholic, Italy
 
A very delicate structure with light citrus notes and a  
hint of peach. Anna Spinato is a winery situated in Ponte di Piave, 
which is only 40km away from Venice.

Prosecco Superiore Giavi “Emma” 
Conegliano - Valdobbiadene, Veneto, Italy (NV)
 
A delicious small-estate Prosecco from the hills of Valdobbiadene,
with delicate creamy bubbles, a light floral nose 
and flavours of peach and apple on the palate

Brut Blanc de Blancs A.O.C. Crémant d’Alsace,  
Cave de Pfaffenheim, France (NV)
 
It is characterised by a fine, frothy mousse and the classic  
toastiness resulting from the wine being left exposed to the 
yeasts (sur-lie) for a minimum of nine months.

Dr Loosen Extra Dry Riesling Sekt, Germany (NV)
 
A nose of fresh-cut green apple and elderflower lead to a  
beautifully weighted palate that combines delicacy and  
depth of flavour perfectly. A refined mousse, nice and dry  
but with the merest hint of fruitiness to balance.

CHAMPAGNE 
 
Thiénot Brut, Reims (NV)

Thiénot has been laying the foundations for a new champagne 
house, forever faithful to the key values – quality, modernity and 
luxury - that have allowed this region to become renowned the 
world over. Golden in colour, this champagne has a creamy texture, 
a powerful nose and a lingering finish exhibiting a variety of 
orchard fruits.

Thiénot Brut Vintage, Reims (2008)

Aromas of baked lemon meringue reveal a beautiful freshness  
and a long satisfying finish. 

Thiénot Brut Rosé, Reims (NV)

A delicate champagne from the youngest house in the region. 
Here, we have notes of fresh raspberries and strawberries, 
with hints of black cherries on the palate. It is dry and vibrant  
with a long finish. 

Le Mesnil Blanc de Blancs Grand Cru, Le Mesnil-sur-Oger (NV)

With an unrivalled provenance and over two years’ bottle-ageing, 
the wine has a generous floral nose, a deliciously refreshing yet 
rich palate and a clean satisfying finish. 

 GLASS (150ML) BOTTLE (750ML)
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CHAMPAGNE 
   
Taittinger Brut Réserve, Reims (NV)
 
On the nose, very expressive and open. It is both fruity and bready, 
exuding aromas of peach, white flowers and vanilla pod. On the 
palate, this lively fresh wine is at once in harmony. This is a delicate 
wine with flavours of fresh fruit and honey. 

Geoffroy Rosé de Saignée Brut 1er Cru, Ay (NV)
 
Made from 100% Pinot noir from a single vintage. Pomegranate, 
redcurrant, cherry and pink peppercorn combine with mixed spice 
to create a truly vibrant, fine and impressive champagne.  

Cuvée Alain Thiénot, Reims (2002)
 
Only crafted in outstanding years, this is an exceptional 
Champagne of great complexity and perfect harmony. 

Geoffroy Millésime Extra Brut, Ay (2005)
 
The blend is 70% Chardonnay and 30% Pinot noir, the vines are 
over 50 years old and the ageing was for an impressive eight years. 
More importantly, the wine sings a hymn of redcurrant, Morello 
cherry, brioche and summer flowers. It is lively, yet long and 
wonderfully creamy on the finish.

Bollinger Special Cuvée, Ay (NV)
 
A fresh, complex palate that is elegant and graceful. A clean,  
firm mousse that is light and gentle whilst stylish and full-bodied. 

 
Thiénot Brut La Vigne aux Gamins Blanc de Blancs, Avize  (2004)
 
The ultimate expression of the signature Thiénot style, the unique 
ageing of this single-varietal vintage cuvée retains the specific 
character of the terroir, the year and natural Chardonnay aromas. 
La Vigne aux Gamins is a highly original champagne, full of flavour.

  
Dom Pérignon, Hautvilliers (2004/06)
 
Full of life, with a fresh nose, blending hints of dried flowers, 
pineapple, coconut, cinnamon, cocoa and tobacco. It is full and 
complex. The sensation of intensity develops and melts into a 
deep, rounded heart, with a fruity, exotic maturity and a slight 
touch of aniseed. 

 
Bollinger Vieilles Vignes Françaises 2005, Ay (2005)
 
In the early 20th century, the vines of Champagne were  
destroyed by phylloxera. Everything had to be replanted  
using American rootstock, to fight the pest.

Two walled Bollinger plots classified as Grands Crus: Chaudes 
Terres, and Clos St Jacques, in Ay remain ungrafted. They are 
worked by hand and even sometimes with the help of a cart-horse.

Deep gold in colour with a powerful and concentrated nose of 
spices, candied fruits and cognac. The palate shows a continuation 
of the olfactory flavours, with a long and vibrant finish.  
Unmatched depth, power and concentration. 

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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BY THE GLASS 

Colombard-Sauvignon Domaine Horgelus,  
Côtes de Gascogne South-West (2015)
 
This exquisite marriage of Colombard and Sauvignon reveals  
citrus and floral aromas, very refreshing and full-flavoured.

Chardonnay Amares, Stellenbosch (2014)

Pure stone fruit flavours are held together with a delightful  
freshness and a delicate thread of oak. Just 1400 bottles of this 
silky, lightly oaked Chardonnay have been produced for them 
by Jasper Raats.

Gewurztraminer Villa Wolf, Wachenheim, Pfalz (2015)

This wine is clean, fruity and wonderfully light on its feet,  
showing off the aromatic charm of the variety without being  
heavy or ponderous. It has a deliciously juicy texture and a  
delightfully delicate aroma of spice and fresh roses. 

Muscadet Sur Lie, Côtes de Grandlieu Clos de la Senaigerie,  
Loire Valley (2015)

This estate covers 6.5 hectares of 25- to 45-year-old vines. 
This is a vibrant, racy, mineral-drenched Muscadet that evokes  
the sea; so refreshing and charming. 

Pinot Gris-Riesling Black Tie, 
Cave de Pfaffenheim, Alsace (2015)

The Pinot Gris, with its structured, slightly mellow character,  
brings complexity and a fruity, smoky bouquet. The lively and  
zingy freshness comes from the Riesling.

Gavi di Gavi, Guasti Clemente, Piedmont (2015)

This Gavi di Gavi is defined by flavours of white peach and  
nuances of lime, and there is a clear sense of minerality along 
with a textured mouth feel.

  GLASS (175ML) BOTTLE (750ML)
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FRANCE

Viognier Cuvée Prestige Domaine des Lauriers,  
Languedoc-Roussillon (2015/16)

Smooth, fat and creamy on the palate, very lush and full-bodied,  
a lingering palate with notes of honey. 

 
Petit Chablis, Seguinot-Bordet, Burgundy (2015)

Pale primrose in colour, with a truly beautiful nose, classical 
yet full of fruit, this crystalline, pure, delicious Chablis has a lovely 
dancing finish.

Riesling Domaine Trapet Riquewihr, Alsace (2012)

Ripe and rich in the mouth but with a streak of lemony acidity  
giving a firm structural underpinning to the wine on the long 
finish. Less than one hectare of vines on a hillside biodynamically 
farmed, with fewer than 300 bottles in the UK.

 
Pouilly-Fumé Les Chailloux Domaine Chatelain,
Loire Valley (2012)

The estate has been producing wines since 1630. The 12th  
generation now runs the estate’s 30 hectares of vines. This lovely 
wine combines minerality with the distinctive elderflower aromas 
of the Sauvignon blanc grape, and has a bit more weight and 
charm than most.

 
Pouilly-Fuissé Les Chailloux Auvigue, Burgundy (2013)

The flinty soil of Les Chailloux gives fresh, mineral wines with  
blossom and hazelnut aromas; rich, complex and round in the mouth.

 
Puligny-Montrachet, Domaine Jean-Louis Chavy,
Burgundy (2013)

It is early days to talk of a house style for Jean-Louis, but his wines 
so far are very elegant and without any noticeable oak influence. 
Notes of acacia, nougat and ripe stone fruit, with nutty oak. 
Ripe palate with a fine mineral finish.

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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ITALY

Pecorino Gabriel, Poggio Anima, Terre del Chieti (2015)

Crystallised lime peel, nectarine and dry herbs on the nose. 
Juicy and lively with a nice density conveying a dusty citrus 
zest character and an impression of orchard fruits.

 
Soave Classico Il Nicolaio Roncolato, Verona (2012/13)

This classic Soave, full-bodied and bright, refined in large  
barrels with its bouquet of roses and white flowers, is a tribute  
to this winemaker’s intuition and his great love for wine.

Santa Cecilia Cometa, Sicily (2014)

The acidity is well integrated with the fruit, making for a 
harmonious whole that is without a doubt one of the finest 
examples of this variety to be found anywhere on the planet. 

SPAIN  
 
Verdejo Quintaluna, Bodegas Ossian, Rueda Blanco (2014)

Clear and bright, mid-yellow with a green-gold tinge, it parades 
exotic fruits on the nose, aromatic, with a touch of spice.  
On the palate there is a mineral freshness, lots of citrus fruit,  
some papaya and rock salt

Ossian, Bodegas Ossian, Rueda Blanco (2013)

The result is a wine of huge personality, ripe fruit, balanced with 
extreme finesse and old-vine minerality that ages beautifully. 
Bottled unfiltered, this is undoubtedly one of Spain’s very finest 
white wines. 

GERMANY-AUSTRIA  
 
Grüner Veltliner, Kies, Kurt Angerer, Kamptal (2015)

Ripe pear and citrus on the nose with a touch of pepper. It’s really 
tangy and fresh, ripe pear, melon and red apple, with hints of stone 
fruit on the palate and white pepper. Zesty and clean.

Riesling Kabinett “Jean-Baptiste” Gunderloch,  
Rheinhessen (2014)

This is off-dry with a captivating delicate fragrance of citrus fruit 
and spices, mixing with a gentle fruit flavour, soft acidity and hints 
of clove and kernel.

ISRAEL  
 
Montefiore White, Judean Hills (2014)

This unoaked wine is lemony-fresh, lively and fragrant. It has a 
nose of tropical fruit with a green, apple tinge, a broad, satisfying 
mouth feel and a crisp, refreshing finish. 

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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SOUTH AFRICA  
 
Sauvignon Blanc/Sémillon Resonance Newton Johnson, 
Hemel-en-Aarde (2015)

A very pure, finely textured, easy-drinking wine. It has aromas  
and flavours of lime citrus and peaches, with a note of minerality 
and wild herbs.
 

AUSTRALIA  
 
Chardonnay Architect Philip Shaw, Orange-NSW (2013-15)

White peach and citrus flavours with an underlying mineral and 
acidity that carries the palate. There is a soft texture from the  
lees stirring during ageing.

NEW ZEALAND  
 
Sauvignon Blanc, Kevern Walker, Hawkes Bay (2011)

A very refined bouquet with lifted aromatics of ripe tropical fruits, 
limes and minerals. Elderflower and blossoms show on the finish.
 

NORTH AMERICA

Pinot-Gris Christopher Michael Tuacatin, Oregon (2015)

The nose on this wine showcases lively fruit (peach and citrus)  
and pretty floral qualities. A great balance between the softness  
of the fruit on the mid-palate and a pleasant acidity at the end. 
That combination makes this extremely easy to drink! 

ROSÉ WINES

Pinot Noir Rosé Villa Wolf, Wachenheim, Pfalz, Germany (2015)

The Villa Wolf Pinot Noir Rosé is a true rosé, made with a  
brief maceration before pressing to extract colour. It is light 
and refreshing, with deliciously bright berry and fruit flavours.

Tempranillo Vina Sastre Rosado, Bodegas Hermanos Sastre, 
Burgos-Ribera del Duero, Spain (2015)

The nose is very clean and fragrant with fruit tones and floral 
shades. On the palate, the wine is very balanced with a hint of 
strawberries, with a floral and wild red fruit finish.

 
M de Minuty Rosé Côtes de Provence, France (2014)

A beautifully pale-pink colour, with a nose of wild strawberry and 
stone fruit, with delicate floral touches. Great palate texture, with 
soft tangerine and peach notes joining layers of berry fruit.

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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RED BY THE GLASS 

Pinot Noir Villa Wolf, Wachenheim, Pfalz (2015)

Villa Wolf Pinot Noir is warm and medium-bodied, with a firm  
acid structure. Its dark cherry fruit is juicy, ripe and forward,  
with a spicy mid-palate. 

St Chinian Le Secret des Capitelles, Languedoc-Roussillon (2013/14)

A classic and fragrant southern France nose of pepper, lavender, 
liquorice, herbs, chocolate and mulberry fruit. It’s medium-bodied, 
fleshy, open and warm, with all kinds of spice.   

Sangiovese Belial Poggio Anima, Tuscany (2014)

Dark-red fruit, mocha, espresso, smoke and grilled herbs.  
The ripeness of the vintage is beautifully balanced in a mid-weight 
style that avoids excessive heaviness. The finish is silky and elegant.

Cabernet Sauvignon Amares, Stellenbosch (2010)

Hints of dark-skinned berries, a promise of mint and other herbal 
aromas. The wine has a broad palate with an attractive mouth feel 
from ripe grapes backed by mature tannins and a dry cedar finish.

Vina Sastre Crianza Ribera del Duero Bodegas Hermanos Sastre, 
Burgos (2011)

Spicy, aromas of blueberry, violet, liquorice and black pepper. 
Concentrated but lively and precise, offering flavours of dark berry, 
mocha and smoky minerals. 

Barbera d’Asti Guasti Clemente, Piedmont (2009/11)

Ruby-red colour with garnet-red reflections that become more 
marked with ageing. Ample nose, with a pleasant hint of wood. 
Typical savour, imposing taste, dry and notably full-bodied.

 GLASS (175ML) BOTTLE (750ML)
 

 
 
 8 31
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FRANCE

 
Pinot Noir “Les Montées de Saint-Lay” Serge Dagueneau & Filles, 
Loire Valley (2015)

This Pinot Noir has notes of black cherries, mixed fine spices,  
leather and violets. 
 
 
Château de Chantegrive, Graves-Bordeaux (2010)

Notes of tobacco leaf, crème de cassis, barbecue smoke and  
loads of flesh, opulence and richness characterise this dense 
purple-coloured wine, which is full-bodied and over-achieving. 

 
Mercurey Vieilles Vignes François Raquillet, Burgundy (2011)

The palate is well-balanced with ripe blackberry and dark plum 
fruit, interlaced by fine tannins and a very composed finish that 
is finely integrated with the wood.

 
Saintayme Saint-Émilion Grand Cru, Bordeaux (2009)

Very smooth on the entry, finely balanced yet powerful, 
just a hint of white pepper towards the rounded, grainy, 
yet taut finish with good length. 

 
Fleurie La Madone Domaine des Deux Fontaines, 
Beaujolais (2012)

Perfumed aromas of crushed mulberries, raspberries and 
violets with an underlying granitic minerality. Sweet, ripe red  
fruits on the palate, fuller bodied than most Fleuries.

Château La Chenade Denis Durantou, Lalande de  
Pomerol-Bordeaux (2012)

Cool and classic blueberry and cassis, very dense, very sensual,  
the fruit is rich and nicely ripe, a touch of toffee and beautifully 
fine tannin on the finish.
 
 
Château Mont-Thabor Châteauneuf du Pape,  
Rhône Valley (2011)

Spicy, deep, tasty and full-bodied red wine with beautiful  
tannic structure.

 
Pommard Vieilles Vignes Domaine Jean-Jacques Girard, 
Burgundy (2011)

Made from grapes from 70-year-old vines which give this wine  
a richness and intensity. Fairly full-bodied for a Pinot, with plenty 
of powerful cherry and blackberry fruit, and some firmness to  
the tannins.

Château L’Argilus du Roi Saint Estèphe,
Médoc-Bordeaux (2009)                      

A delicious Argilus that boasts a serious, complex nose of  
sweet and lifted wild berry fruit, black cherry and cassis. On the 
palate, it delivers lightly toasted coffee and superfine tannins. 
Very impressive and highly recommended.

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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FRANCE

Nuits-St-Georges Vieilles Vignes Daniel Rion,
Burgundy (2011)

Created in 1955 by Daniel Rion, this family-owned estate began 
with only two hectares. Rich and deeply coloured, with wild fruit 
flavours of blackberry and blackcurrant.

 
Château de Beaucastel Châteauneuf du Pape,
Rhône Valley (2008)

Beaucastel was one of the very first domains to practice organic 
viticulture – namely no use of herbicides, insecticides or any other 
chemicals. Beautiful colour with bright undertones, beautiful 
mature nose with animal notes, this wine is very fresh on the palate.

 
Château Giscours, Margaux-Bordeaux (2003)

Classified as a Third Growth Chateau in 1855, Château Giscours 
has a long and rich history that can be traced to the 14th century. 
In 1995, the chateau was bought by Eric Albada Jelgersma, who 
also owns neighboring Château du Tertre. Today, the property 
comprises 83 hectares, 60% of which are planted with Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 32% Merlot, 5% Cabernet Franc and 3% Petit Verdot.

The deep ruby/purple-hued 2003 offers complex, evolved aromatics 
of wood smoke, chocolate, charcoal, black cherry jam, and cassis. 
Lush, medium to full-bodied, and broad, with low acidity, copious 
glycerin, and a layered, persistent finish.

 
Château Pontet-Canet, Pauillac-Bordeaux (2004)

The chateau’s vine growing philosophy is to intervene as little  
as possible and as naturally as possible in the vineyard. The nose  
is rich and reveals hints of classic Pauillac cassis and tobacco. 
Volume, power and concentration are here in abundance with 
lovely currant, liquorice and mint, long and caressing, very refined 
and balanced.

ITALY

Chianti Classico Poggio Scalette, Tuscany (2012)

A lively bouquet of red fruits and blackberries complement  
undertones of ripe cherries and pomegranate seeds. On the  
palate, the wine is fresh and fruit-forward, with silky tannins  
that evolve throughout the finish.

 
Santa Cecilia Planeta, Sicily (2010)

A well-structured wine with a fragrant nose of jasmine,  
bergamot and orange zest; intense ripe fruit on the palate  
is perfectly balanced by very compact and firm tannins.  
Hints of graphite give the wine a distinct character, while wild 
blackberry and cherry notes result in a precise palate and style. 
 
 
Amarone della Valpolicella Carnera Riserva Roncolato, 
Veneto (2008/10)

The first vineyards of the Roncolato family date back to the  
middle of the nineteenth century. The meticulous yearly vintage  
is made passing by the vineyards several times to pick up bunches  
at the perfect ripeness. Modern technologies work for a completely 
natural wine-making processes.

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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ITALY
 
Castello Sesti Terra di Siena, Tuscany (2007)

The vineyards are in the enviable position of being on  
the southern slopes of Montalcino, where some of the most 
prestigious Brunello comes from.

 
Barbaresco Produttori del Barbaresco, Piedmont (2006)

Has a reassuring nose with a distinct mineral feel to it, earthy 
spiciness, cooked raspberries, cherry and liquorice. Well structured, 
it fills out nicely with half an hour of air.

 
Sassicaia Tenuta San Guido, Bolgheri-Tuscany (2008)

A rich, deep wine imbued with notable class in its black cherries, 
plums, grilled herbs, minerals and smoke. The 2008 is a decidedly 
buttoned-up, firm Sassicaia. Muscular, firm tannins frame the 
exquisite finish in this dark, implosive wine, which has spent  
24 months in French oak barrels.

SPAIN / PORTUGAL

Rioja Crianza Dominio Alto, Obarenes Mountains (2012) 

A wine with great purity and depth of fruit, gently caressed  
by oak but never smothered. Textural, well balanced and a  
great expression of Rioja.

 
Ninfa João Barbosa, Tejo-Alentejo (2013)

The palate offers up an intense floral character of violets  
and hibiscus tea with cranberry and blueberry fruit. 

Prima Bodegas San Roman, Toro (2011)

Harmonious flavours of black cherry, chocolate, liquorice and  
mineral, with well-integrated tannins and fine acidity. Not showy, 
but retaining depth and focus.

 
Mauro, Tudela de Duero (2013)

On the first sip, this full-bodied red seems very straightforward, 
just fruit. Another sip and another and the wine reveals not only 
concentrated sweet fruit but also earth, tobacco, cedar and more, 
all tightly fused. It’s feisty and smooth.

 
Flor de Pingus, Ribera del Duero (2007)

The 2007 Flor de Pingus exhibits a superb perfume of pain grillé, 
pencil lead, espresso, mineral, black cherry, and blackberry. This is 
followed by a medium to full-bodied, seriously intense rich wine 
that combines elegance with power. Impeccably balanced with the 
oak fully integrated.

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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LEBANON  
 
Hochar Pere et Fils Chateau Musar, Beka Valley, Lebanon (2007/12)

Structured with rounded tannins and balanced with pleasant  
tartness with plum and strawberry aromas.

ISRAEL  
 
Domaine Netofa Rouge, Galilee (2013)

Structured with rounded tannins and balanced with pleasant  
tartness with plum and strawberry aromas.

Matar Cumulus, Golan Heights (2013)

The grapes were grown in the Galilee, harvested manually 
and aged for 14 months in oak barrels.

SOUTH AFRICA  
 
Syrah Amares, Stellenbosch (2010)

Sweet scents of ripe red fruits with some clove, juniper and 
blackberry notes. Vibrant fruits of the forest on the palate with  
cedar wood, strong white pepper and light spice to finish. 
The careful use of French oak creates gamey hints of smoked-meat.

AUSTRALIA  
 
Shiraz, Grenache, Mataro Butchers Block Turkey Flat,  
Barossa Valley (2014)

Shiraz adds generous mouthfeel; Grenache, the spice and  
cherry-like sweetness; and Mataro (Mourvèdre), the backbone, 
savoury edge and fragrance.

NEW ZEALAND  
 
Brooke Kevern Walker, Hawkes Bay (2009)

Very dark ruby-red colour, this has a full, soft nose packed  
with sweetly ripe raspberry and dark berry-fruit aromas with  
floral perfumes, backed by intense, spicy oak. This is a rich,  
full and plump wine, rounded and juicy in the mouth. 

   BOTTLE (750ML)
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NORTH AMERICA  
 
Pinot-Noir Christopher Michael Tuacatin, Oregon (2015)

Dark cherries and spice give way to forest floor and wild berries, 
all held together by a focused acidity and velvety smooth tannins 
that make for an elegant and lingering finish. 

Troublemaker Blend 9, Paso Robles (NV)

Syrah is the backbone of the wine, setting the stage for a  
fruit-forward style and a full body. Petite Sirah contributes to 
the deep ruby colour. Sweet and bright red fruit flavours of 
Grenache blend with the rustic and lively flavours of the Mourvèdre,  
while Zinfandel adds its signature zing to round out the blend.

Merlot Grgich Hills, Napa Valley (2011)

This is a Cabernet lover’s Merlot! Its bright flavours of strawberries, 
cherries, liquorice and a hint of coffee are wrapped in a velvety  
texture that make your taste buds ask for more!

SOUTH AMERICA  
 
Carménère Reserva, Casas del Bosque, Chile (2014)

Flavours of plum, cherries, black pepper, cocoa, smoke,  
and menthol. Very soft tannins and a long, lingering finish. 

Barda Pinot Noir Bodegas Chacra, Patagonia-Argentina (2014)

Pungent aromas of strawberry, raspberry, rose petal and spices, 
with even higher-pitched notes of blood orange and wild herbs. 
Juicy and lean, with little in the way of easy sweetness to the 
intense red berry and floral flavours. Brisk acidity gives this wine 
a light touch and the tannins are quite suave.

FORTIFIED WINE & PORT

Sherry La Gitana En Rama Manzanilla, Spain, 750ml

There are complex flavours of hazelnut, citrus pith and a salty 
tanginess. A really impressive expression of sherry that’s very 
compatible with food.

Quinta do Portal 29 Grapes Reserve Port, Portugal, 750ml  (NV)

The Portal 29 Grapes is a field blend from old port vineyards 
where we can find a large number of different grape varieties. 
It is a very smooth, polished and elegant after-dinner port. 
It has wonderful depth of colour, a great red fruit fragrance, 
very smooth on the palate with a fantastic character.

Fonseca Guimaraens Vintage Port, Portugal, 750ml (2013)

It is elegant, with good grip to the dark cherry, plum and  
minerals flavours. Smooth mid-palate, featuring a complex  
finish that weaves together well-proportioned notes of slate, 
white pepper and dark chocolate.

  BOTTLE (750ML)
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Sake Tasting Set
If you are new to Sake why not trying our tasting set
served in three traditional glasses (50ml each).

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: 

Honjozo Shiboritate Isake Classic by Tatsuuma-Honke – Hyogo
(dry, clean and refreshing floral aromas)

Junmai Yamatoshizuku Yamahai – Akita
(deeper and fuller bodied)

Daiginjo Tedorigawa Kinka Nama – Ishikawa
(very fragrant and complex)

HONJOZO
At least 70% of the rice remaining. Light and dry. 

Isake Classic by Tatsuuma-Honke Shiboritate – Hyogo, 720ml

The result of a collaboration between a French sommelier and a 
Japanese Sake expert, producing a Sake carefully designed to pair 
perfectly with food. This can be served cold, at room temperature, 
or slightly heated. Melon and peach come through on the palate 
with a long intense finish. 

Shindo Ura-Gazanryu Koka – Yamagata, 720ml

“Fragrant Flower” is a limited release, originally only to local 
customers in Akita. Fragrant and elegant. Friendly aroma of pear 
culminating in a refreshing finish.

Kizakura Honjozo – Fushimi, Kyoto, 1800ml

Fushimi’s quality ground water is best suited to the brewing of 
Sake, bringing out the full flavour of rice and creating a high-quality 
Sake with a smooth texture. 

JUNMAI
Same polishing as Honjozo but fuller bodied and with a rice aroma.

Echigo Koshino Happo – Niigata, 720ml

Velvety with long dry fruit flavours and good minerality. 
The essence of purity and great balance.                              

Yamatoshizuku Yamahai – Akita 720ml

Yamahai a traditional pre-fermentation method that brings 
out aromas of marzipan, nuts and yeast. This is fruity and elegant 
with some minerality and soft edges.

Kidoizumi Umami Genshu Koshu 2014 – Chiba, 720ml

This vintage Sake is the best way of demonstrating that premium 
Sake can age and evolve just like a wine. It offers a unique flavour 
experience; rich and with a deep taste of peach, violets, and a touch 
of hay, this is a full-bodied Sake with a lot of force.

 
   
   
   
   16

 

 GLASS (100ML) FLASK (250ML) BOTTLE

 8 20 58

 9.5 23 68

  15 98

 

  19 55

 10 25 72

 12 30 86
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JUNMAI GINJO
At least 60% of the rice remaining. Lighter, fruitier and more refined.

Taisetsu – Hokkaido, 720ml

Delightfully floral and clean aroma with subtle flavours of black 
liquorice, pine and pepper. Slow-aged in unique Japanese style 
igloos called Yukihimuro.                        

Amabuki Strawberry Yeast – Saga, 720ml

Sake made from the yeast of strawberry blossoms is delicious 
for its crisp, sweet nature. It is exhilarating and reminiscent 
of real strawberry sweetness!

DAIGINJO
At least 50% of the rice remaining. Very fragrant and complex.

Tedorigawa Kinka Nama – Ishikawa, 720ml

At the centre of this movement have been the brewers of the 
Hokuriku region, where a cold-weather brewing climate and  
the local brewing style combine to produce bold, assertive Sakes. 
Within this tradition, Tedorigawa Sakes stand apart for their 
elegance and finesse. 

JUNMAI DAIGINJO
The same as Daiginjo. Very fragrant but clean and delicate.

Frenchy Oak “Aged In Seguin Moreau Casks”  
by Isake & Nanbu Bijin – Fukui, 720ml

A delicate chilli spice is apparent, as well as vanilla oak interlaced 
with rustic coconut and a velvety rich finish. This is an altogether 
superb and innovative Sake that has broken boundaries and  
successfully dared to combine two entirely different worlds.  

NIGORI
Cloudy, rich and creamy. Sweet to dry with exotic fruit aromas.

Sakura Ginjo by Isake & Koshinohana Shuzo – Niigata, 720ml 

A refreshing attack of freshly cut grass, nettles and lemon greet 
the senses. Milky in colour, boasting rounder notes of aniseed 
and fennel on the mid-palate. Very much like a wheat beer.

WARM SAKE

Kizakura Honjozo – Fushimi, Kyoto

Echigo Koshino Happo – Niigata

Isake Classic by Tatsuuma-Honke Shiboritate – Hyogo

 GLASS (100ML) FLASK (250ML) BOTTLE
  

 12.5 32 88

 13  98

 14 35 99

   450

 11  78

    POT (150ML)

   9
  
  
   11.5

   12
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Casa del Bosque Late Harvest Riesling, Chile, 375ml (2014)

Light golden in colour, this complex wine reveals a seductive nose 
of mandarin rind, crème brûlée and apricot. In the mouth, lush 
notes of walnut, toasted almond and honey combine effortlessly 
with a bright, zesty acidity to give excellent structure and length.

Prucia Plum Liqueur by Isaké, France, 700ml (NV)

Subtle flavours of marzipan, glacé cherries and Bakewell tart,  
this resembles a fine amaretto, yet offers additional dimensions  
of well-structured delicate aromas of stone fruits; apricots,  
lychees and red apples.

Enamor Yuzu Liqueur by Isake and Seema Lohia,  
France, 700ml (NV)

Yuzu is an Asian citrus fruit and in this case the whole fruits are 
macerated in brandy before one-month ageing in Cognac casks. 
A perfect equilibrium of zesty grapefruit notes and fresh bergamot 
aromas

Choya Umeshu Extra Years (2-3) with plum, Japan, 700ml (NV)

The addition of alcohol to the fruit during production means that 
the ume flavours can be extracted not only from the flesh and skin 
but also from the stone. 

Taikun Barley Shochu by Isake International and Ono Shuzo, 
Oita, Japan, 700ml (NV)

Dry, refined and restrained on the palate, aspects of minerality are 
suggested, set against complex, savoury, textural nuances. 25% ABV.

Dönnhoff Oberhäuser Brücke Riesling Auslese, 
Nahe-Germany, 375ml (2013)

This vineyard is a monopole. The grapes are selected from 
the smallest vineyard site in the Nahe, an extremely sheltered  
and special parcel of land. The soil is grey slate covered with  
loess. This clean and delicate wine has a depth of character 
and an elegance of fruit here; the essence of purity and power.

Château d’Yquem Sauternes, France, 375ml (1990)

An extraordinary effort, Yquem’s 1990 is a rich and superb,
sweet wine. This wine also possesses lots of elegance and  
finesse. The wine’s medium gold colour is accompanied 
by an exceptionally sweet nose of honeyed tropical fruits, 
peaches, coconut and apricots.

High-quality, subtle toasty oak is well integrated. The wine is 
massive on the palate, with layers of intensely ripe botrytis-tinged, 
exceptionally sweet fruit.

 GLASS (100ML) BOTTLE
 

 

 8 29

 

 
 11 39

 

 10 70

  
 

 10 70

 13.5 95
  
 

 14 98

  
  88

  590


